Label it!

Each object has two labels, but only one label is right. Find the right French word by looking up the English word. Cross out the labels that are wrong.

- une raquette
  - une poêle
- un pied
  - un ballon
- une télé
  - une radio
- un cartable
  - un ordinateur
- un dessin
  - un livre
- un jeu
  - une table
- un crayon
  - un cahier
- un feutre
  - une règle

Extra!

Look up the words on the wrong labels in the French-English part of your dictionary. Turn over the sheet and draw and label the objects.

How did you do? Colour the right face for you.

😊 = I can do this easily
😊 = I can do some of this
😊 = I need more practice